ABSTRACT

The National Library of the Netherlands (KB) will renew its digital archiving environment. The current system, the e-Depot with DIAS by IBM as its technical core, has been operational since 2003 and needs to be updated. More importantly, a new system is required because KB has published a new strategic plan with ambitious goals. They require development of an infrastructure that can process, store, preserve and retrieve millions of digital objects, now and for the long term. The digital collections will include e-journals, e-books, websites and digitized master images and will grow from 20 TB currently to 720 TB in 2013. The New e-Depot will also implement tools for digital preservation, as being developed in international collaboration (Planets, JHOVE, etc.).

Together with eight European national libraries, KB defined the architectural framework for the new system. It is based on a modular approach and translated into so-called building blocks for a preservation environment. This paper discusses the building blocks and the rationale for the components-based architecture of the New e-Depot. Currently, requirements for all the building blocks are finalised. A market consultation for the workflow component will start in the summer of 2010 and the procurement process for the other components will follow in the fall. The first iteration of the New e-Depot will be delivered in 2012.

1. RENEWING THE E-DEPOT

In January 2010, the new strategic plan of the Koninklijke Bibliotheek, the National Library of the Netherlands (KB), was published [1]. This new strategic plan is an ambitious plan with a strong focus on the digital library: digitisation, online access and long-term storage. To put this plan into action, KB needs an infrastructure that can process, store, preserve and retrieve millions of digital objects, now and for the long term. The current digital processing and archiving environment, the e-Depot, cannot fully address the new challenges and will be replaced by a new, improved and extended processing and long-term preservation environment.
implementing a next generation long-term preservation system. Together, the libraries worked on scoping and defined a modular approach and so-called building blocks for a preservation environment. To actually enter into a Request for Information (RFI) process together turned out to be too challenging due to different needs and planning- and budget constraints. However, cooperation was continued on further information sharing and working towards common long-term preservation services [4]. The eight national libraries decided to include each other in their development/procurement processes with sharing information and if possible inviting each other to join in meetings with suppliers.

2. SCOPING THE LONG-TERM PRESERVATION SYSTEM

One of the outcomes of the international working group was what we called the ‘two-layered OAIS-model’. When starting to work on joint requirements, we started with a discussion on scope. The OAIS-model describes the necessary depot-functionalities for a long-term digital archive. But what does this mean when translated to detailed requirements? How much does a long-term digital archive have to ‘do’ when compared to the wider digital library infrastructure, or even the library functions as a whole? In our view, a library consists of a number of depots and the OAIS-functions are applicable to each of them. This starting point opens the need to define which functionality should be realised at library-level and which functionality should be realised at (e-) Depot-level. The previously mentioned LTP Working Group agreed to a two-layered OAIS model-approach as presented in the picture below. It defined which (part(s) of) OAIS-functions should be centralised at

library level (i.e. identity management, billing-functionality) and which (part(s) of) OAIS-functions are executed at depot-level. This resulted in the picture shown in figure 1. During requirements elicitation for the New e-Depot, this model has proven to be very helpful in scoping and discussing expectations throughout the different departments of the library [2].

3. PRESERVATION LEVELS

An important requirement for the New e-Depot is that it should be capable of processing and managing multiple digital collections at different preservation levels. Not every collection represents the same value to the library, not every collection is preserved for the same reasons and not every collection needs the same treatment to ensure permanent access. If all digital publications have to be processed and managed at the highest quality level, the digital archiving environment would become unaffordable. KB therefore defined a set of preservation levels and a value- and risk methodology to link preservation levels to digital collections. This policy has not yet reached its approved version, but the general outlines are clear and have to be put in practice by the New e-Depot system (see [2] for more details).

The preservation levels will consist of:
- Level 0 for collections that will not have to be preserved by the library and will only be stored in a presentation environment;
- Level 1 or ‘limited’ level for collections that have to be preserved for more than five years but will not need to be fully checked on ingest and do not need large scale investment on preservation actions;

![Figure 1. Two-layered OAIS model](image-url)
- Level 2 for collections that do have to be preserved for the long term (is more than five years), need to be checked on ingest but do not require future access in original file format. These collections will be subject to validation, will be stored on preservation storage, but may require less preservation actions;
- Level 3 for collections that have to be preserved for more than five years, need full ingest validation and preservation actions that secure future access in an authentic way.

4. DEFINING THE COMPONENTS FOR THE NEW E-DEPOT

Based on eight years of experience running the current e-Depot system, on international discussions, on working on digital preservation research projects and on growing insight into the processes that need to be supported, the KB team defined a components-based architecture for its New e-Depot environment. Three basic considerations have led to this set-up.

First of all, digital preservation is not just a matter of identifying technical requirements for secure storage. Far more than that it is the holistic approach of an organisation to achieve its preservation goals. It is defined by the services that institutes deliver, by checks on the publications on ingest, by management of information on the objects and the processes, by closely monitoring ICT developments and assessing what these developments mean, by storage management and the overall architecture of the preservation environment. So it's not just a few extra things you do after you store digital objects, but it is inherent to the organisational approach, the work processes and the automated steps that process, store and use digital content.

This leads to the second consideration, where preservation functionality is to be seen as an addition to more general requirements for a processing and storage environment. As digital preservation is a result of organisational approaches, work processes and systems, not all preservation functionality depends on specific systems. A long-term storage environment has perhaps extra features but is also 'just' a storage environment. Ingest for a long-term preservation system does include extra functionality but is also 'just' a processing workflow. It can very well be that standard IT solutions can deliver most of the required functionality.

Thirdly, a components based set-up allows for more flexibility, avoids vendor lock-in and makes it possible to choose the best product for each part of the archiving environment. As the KB is experiencing at this moment replacing a complete and integrated digital archiving system at once is a very challenging task. Choosing a modular approach will allow the KB to extend and improve the new system one module at a time. In the future, components must be replaceable by modern technologies more easily. This will add to the stability of the systems and avoids changes to stored content and metadata. Which brings us back to the first consideration, digital preservation is more than secure storage alone.

Based on these considerations, the KB team started to 'break down' components of a processing and storage environment into separate processes and services and made a translation into what we started to call 'real world building blocks' (not to imply that a library is not the real world...). By defining a combination between generally available IT components and special requirements for digital preservation, it became possible to set up an approach that would allow us to make optimal use of (commercial or open source) off-the-shelf software together with preservation focused services.

Considering the specific characteristics of the work processes that need support from the New e-Depot and quality attributes such as performance, adaptability, resilience to interferences and stability, the building blocks for the New e-Depot were chosen as depicted in figure 2. Each of these building blocks or modules will be described in more detail hereafter.

5. ARCHIVAL STORAGE MODULE

Archival Storage is provided by an implementation of a two-layered storage-solution. A Storage Management system abstracts other system components (more specifically the workflow system) from the actual storage provided by Storage Infrastructure (consisting of various storage media and network components).

The storage infrastructure will ensure that files are written and read to the actual storage media, in this way holding the enormous volumes of the actual bits of the material to be preserved. Because of the
The processes needed for filenames. The reason is that the lifecycle of storage access can not be based on storage locations or files based on assigned unique identifiers, since role within Archival Storage. It stores and retrieves have to be controlled.

Cost effectiveness plays a role for each of the modules, but for the storage infrastructure it is of the utmost importance. The volume of data will only increase year by year. The investments and operational costs for the storage media are by far the highest cost factor in the archiving system and will have to be controlled.

The Storage Management layer has an essential role within Archival Storage. It stores and retrieves files based on assigned unique identifiers, since access can not be based on storage locations or filenames. The reason is that the lifecycle of storage locations (e.g. the precise storage infrastructure and used media) and storage methods (defining constraints to filenames and locator structures) will undoubtedly change. These changes can be driven by the storage management system itself, when creating replica’s of the original content on other storage infrastructures to safeguard the content from loss through hardware errors or disasters. Storage Management will also move large volumes of data to new storage infrastructures when older infrastructure or media are phased out. Storage Management should abstract all other system components from future technological changes. If this does not function properly, the stored data may well be perfectly retained in the storage infrastructure layer, but may be no longer accessible.

Another important requirement for a storage management layer is that it does not lay any restrictions on the storage infrastructure that is used in combination with the storage management layer. Therefore a storage management solution will have to be:
- highly reliable;
- independent of underlying storage infrastructure;
- implements a well described method and data store to connect content identifiers to storage locators.

6. WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT MODULE

The processes needed for ingest, access and preservation actions are provided by a Workflow Management system. This system implements ingest, access and preservation functions as defined workflows. It consists of a Process or Orchestration layer, a Mediation layer and a Transport layer to connect all systems to the workflows. The fourth layer is the service layer, that uses Service Components to implement specific atomic functionality to perform amongst others content analysis, content transformations and metadata conversions. The workflow system effectively implements the integration layers of a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) [5]. This also implies that the workflow system will offer the entry point for all integrations with external systems.

Of the three types of processes the workflow module will have to support, the ingest process will put the highest demands on the system. Each day, tens of thousands of publications arriving at the KB in a large diversity of submission formats, containing several different file formats, will have to be validated and, if necessary, normalised to a more generic format. Depending on the preservation level, during long-term management, several preservation actions will be performed on the material. Next to integrating and orchestrating services, the workflow system will offer functionality to prioritize and parallelize workflows and service executing, perform load balancing to optimize resource usage and offer message persistence and workflow resilience services.

The Workflow module must be capable of:
- processing high-volumes of data;
- support multiple workflows dependent on content types, producer and required preservation levels;
- offer support for manual intervention and repairs of invalid content and metadata;
- run different workflows in parallel maximizing throughput and balancing system load;
- allows for restart and recovery of failed workflow instances;
- halt and automatically resume workflows when services are temporarily unavailable;
- minimizing the development effort to implement new ingest streams (workflows);
- support the easy integration of specific preservation tooling.

7. META DATA STORE MODULE

Conformant with the OAIS model, metadata is stored in Archival Storage with the content. This makes the metadata subject to preservation together with the content. However, it also makes the metadata difficult to use by services that support the preservation action and access processes. To allow direct access to metadata needed to control these processes, it is not only stored as files, but also redundantly maintained in a Meta Data Store.

The metadata stored within the Meta Data Store serves as access mechanism to the data objects stored in the Storage Module. Its data model therefore structures the relationships between stored data objects and their metadata to enable the retrieval of selected Archival Information Packages (AIP). The data model offers placeholders to store identifiers the outside world can use to request stored content, when needed in a specific version or variant. The Meta
Data Store also holds provenance data on actions performed on content and versions created.

The Meta Data Store will offer reporting functionality to query the systems database giving insight in the holdings of New e-Depot. To create these reports all stored metadata attributes can be used in queries and to structure the report. This report will be used as input in the preservation planning process, driving decisions on which preservation actions need to be performed.

The Meta Data Store will only hold a minimal amount of descriptive (or bibliographic) metadata and will therefore not be used directly by end users for requesting content stored in the New e-Depot. A separate bibliographic cataloguing system is available to search for content. Identifiers will be used to link the Meta Data Store of the New e-Depot with the external cataloguing system.

The relationships between stored metadata in the archival storage module and the data in the Meta Data Store are defined in such a way that the Meta Data Store can be rebuild when a disaster occurs using the metadata stored in the Archival Storage.

8. PROCESS DATA STORE MODULE

The purpose of the Process Data Store is to support the Monitoring & Control process for the New e-Depot system. More precisely:

1. it provides information on the execution of processes in terms of:
   a. measuring process execution results in a certain period to enable reporting on Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s);
   b. reporting of deviations from the normal flow of operations (relative to defined benchmarks and tolerances);
2. it provides information to analyse trends in the growth and evolution of the collections processed and stored;
3. it provides information to merge process results with collection metadata, thus enabling analysis of the collections and related processes;
4. it provides information to sustain the integrity of all collections stored (both AIPs and Descriptive Information);
5. it supports consistency checking between the Meta Data Store and Archival Storage.

The Process Data Store does not provide the daily monitoring and control of the operational processes which are the responsibility of each system that performs or supports that operational process (i.e. primarily the Workflow Management Module).

The Process Data Store collects and receives data from other modules of the New e-Depot system and transforms and integrates them for reporting purposes. There is no automated feedback loop to these other modules and none of those other modules will depend on the Process Data Store for its proper functioning. The output of the Process Data Store will be used by operators and management for monitoring and control purposes.

9. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW E-DEPOT

Each module for the new system has been defined in detailed specification of requirements. On top of that, an overall architecture and data model have been designed. After a final review of the requirements, the procurement and development process will start in June 2010. A request for each component will be placed in the market separately and is expected to be filled in differently. While workflow systems are widely available, both commercially and open-source, storage management is more specific and will see a different number of possible applications. Modules will either be bought, integrated or developed. The success of the approach will be largely defined by how the modules will be integrated, with each other, but also in the KB infrastructure. During the next few months, after the choice for applications and development of services has been made, it will be decided how the integration will be managed. In general, such an integration will look like as depicted in figure 3.

![Figure 3. New e-Depot integration](image)

The workflow system will be present in several processes (ingest, retention / preservation, access) and interacts with the New e-Depot modules Storage Management, Metadata Store and Process Data Store, and with external systems such as existing cataloguing services and possibly others.
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